### Driver Keyboard Shortcuts

**CAB MODE**
- 9 or S: Release Brake
- 6 or 2: Lap Brake
- 3 or A: Apply Brake
- Emergency Brake
- 4 or E: Toggle Independent Brake
- 7 or D: Brake Bail
- 8 or W: Throttle Up
- 2 or X: Throttle Down
- 5 or S: Throttle Zero
- 5 or F: Reverse Handle Forward
- 7 or R: Reverse Handle Backward
- 7 or C: Toggle Dynamic Brake

**CAB STEAM MODE**
- 10 or G: Toggle Cabin Hardware 0
- 10 or S: Toggle Cabin Hardware 1
- A: Reset Trip Meter
- T: Engine On
- T: Engine Off
- 0: Master Switch On
- 0: Master Switch Off
- 0: Panel Lamp Test
- E: Vigilance Foot Pedal
- J: Wipers On
- J: Wipers Off
- Space: Cabin Fans

**DCC MODE**
- 9 or S: Decelerate/Reverse
- 6 or 2: Accelerate/Forward
- 7 or S: Stop
- 3 or A: Apply Handbrake

**HUD CONTROL**
- Alt + F: Toggle Interface
- Ctrl + H: Toggle Driver Bar
- Ctrl + T: Toggle Button Bar
- Ctrl + P: Toggle Custom HUD
- Ctrl + Q: Toggle Controls
- Ctrl + X: Toggle Help Tips
- Ctrl + N: Toggle Vehicle Name Visibility

**GENERAL CONTROL**
- F5: Toggle Interlace
- F9: Toggle Help Tips
- F8: Toggle Controls
- F6: Toggle Custom HUD
- F2: Toggle Driver Bar

**Camera Controls**
- 1: Camera Upward
- 2: Camera Downward
- 3: Camera Rotate Left
- 4: Camera Rotate Right
- 5: Zoom In
- 6: Zoom Out
- 9: Next Train Car
- 7: Previous Train Car

**Camera Mode**
- 1: Internal Camera
- 2: External Camera
- 3: Tracking Camera
- 4: Roaming Camera

**In-Cab Camera**
- Alt + T: Camera Previous View
- Alt + B: Camera Next View
- Alt + Ins: Camera Snap to Previous View
- Alt + Shift + Ins: Camera Snap to Next View